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About This Game

This Grand Life is a personal finance simulator where you create a character, manage their money and help them achieve their
life goals. Cruise your way through life with a silver spoon, or struggle endlessly to find employment as a convicted felon. You

cannot control your past, but you can change your future. What choices will you make?

Inspired by Sierra's 1990 game Jones In The Fast Lane, your life is divided into weeks. You try to accomplish as much as you
can each week while economic conditions and special events create interesting choices to think about. Do I go to work this

week, or take part in the Hot Dog Eating competition at the park? Should I spend time looking for a better job, or stick with my
current job until economic conditions improve?

Current Features:

 Balancing Needs - Core game loop of balancing short-term needs such as hunger, fun, hygiene and health with long-
term goals like happiness, wealth and education.

 Stylised City Maps - The game map is based on a real major city, thanks to satellite imagery from the European Space
Agency!

 Education System - Study for degrees, diplomas and PHDs, required for some higher level occupations. Go to trade
school or university.

 Promising Careers and Dead End Jobs - Prestigious career paths like Banking and Chef, plus lower level occupations
like Janitor and Salesperson.
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 Progressive Taxation System - The more you earn, the higher your tax bracket.

 Possessions - Fridges, TVs and Computers which help with your short-term needs.

 Collectibles - Collect stamps, coins and other rare items to achieve your long-term goals.

 Subscription Services - Sign up for services that make life easier, like grocery delivery or cable TV.

 Special Events - Home Robbery, Hotdog Eating Competition, Steam Sales and more.

 Detailed Economic Simulation - Inflation, interest rates and economic growth influence your investments and job
competition.

 Investment and Debt - Borrow money to achieve your goals or invest for a future where you won't have to work.
Minimum repayments and interest rates calculated realistically.

 Real Estate - Buy properties through an auction system. Live in it yourself or rent out your properties to tenants.

 Stock Market - Buy and sell shares on the stock market. Watch out for poor corporate management.

 Traits/Privilege System - Begin life with advantages like rich parents, or disadvantages like alcoholism.

 Freelance/Contractor Business - Hire employees, advertise your brand, complete jobs and grow your reputation.

 Tutorial - An interactive tutorial where your mother tells you to get a job.

 Moddability - Create your own careers, courses, locations, possessions and more. All content designed to be highly
moddable.
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A-m-a-z-i-n-g. This is really cool immersive vr art experience! You really feel like you'd be there in the room with massive
displays.

Well done! More stuff like this please =). A visually impressive hidden-object like game with some pretty meta story elements.
The dialogue, however, is very stilted, monotonous and sometimes downright cringeworthy. All in all, it's good for what it is.
Get it on sale..
Great game that is like limbo.. Recommended! Overall a good game, a click to find kind of game where you need to find clues
to solve stuff along the way out. Nothing super exciting but a good game if you have 2h to spare.. Loved it although the puzzels
are quite irritating it its wonderful interactions good story and dialog

I laugh so many times playing this truely one the most enjoyable games I've played in a while

I Highly reccomend it and if anyone gets stuck just ask me anything except where to find the last vial I' m still working on that.

Ending is Pretty Funny and Remeber that theirs always a way tosolve every puzzle. This route is very detailed and the stations
are well designed and look realistic, the class 143 driving physics are great and give the user a good impression of the train.
Overall very enjoyable route to drive, and some what a challege to drive with large drops in speed. So as you can imagine
driving the route without the HUD is quite difficult. I have to admit I've over run stations alot when praticing driving the route.
The seaside is very realistic having been to Devon before and seen it. However, the only draw back is the waves travelling
through the whole route are very basic and not well modelled, you will see this in areas such as Starcross station.. Wow. Cool
idea. the beginnings of a decent execution.. and then the developer abandoned it, hasn't updated in a few years?
Disappointing.
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This is an enjoyable little exploration exploitation game. Nothing deep about but fun to build buildings and explore. There is a
lot of potential if more was added but I suppose it is simple and that is what makes it relatively relaxing.
An easy 8/10.. You basically play a little comet which is able to manipulate drones. Either you attack with them or defend
yourself vs enemy drones.

Once you found out how it works this is pretty fun and really addictive for a indie game.

One interesting part of the game is that there is an KI which learns from you. The aim is to train the KI to beat the enemy KI on
maximum difficulty. Which gets rewarded with an achievment aswell...Wasnt able to do it, but I wish you luck.. cons
multiplayer dose not work cant join friends it just lets me spam JOIN but nothing ever happens
new title bouncing over it "with friends"'
plus the developers dont respond ever probably abandoned the game'
even if its cheap its still a waste of money. Dont listen to these negitive reviews. This is a really fun game. Of course it does
need some work to flesh out the bugs and animations but besides that its defentally worth the $10 price tag. modern tacticle VR
first person shooter!

detailed with devs always updating and working hard to make their game known.

cons? currently need more players, if you like FPS's, GET ON IT !. I absolutely recommend this lovely, brain-meowlting
adventurous puzzle game. I am an Honorary Cat now, one of the few - actually 7% of the ones - who contributed in this very
important Earth-saving project. I think I will mention it in my CV as an achived goal which I am quite proud of. It was nice to
meet you Science Cat. Farewell my fluffy fellow.. This game is a no for me based on how the character controls - jumping and
moving feel weightless. Enemy combat is also very simple as you run in, swing your sword, then run away -it feels tedious.
Finally, although the game does a good job and mixing up what you have to do (shooting yourself out of cannons, dk carts,
unique puzzles), I found a lot of the experiences to be poorly executed.

Play luckys tale instead!

For those of you who just want a reason to buy it, here are the pros.
Things the game does well:
+strongly themed worlds
+Long experience
+hidden collectibles
+Diversified gameplay (donkey Kong karts, blast your self out of a cannon, puzzling, platforming, combat)

. Works with NEC signalling, Comes with 2 Liverys (V and III), Fun to drive, looks awesome! Hope Horizons come with this
DLC for free with scenarios on the Racetrack too!. I wanted to like this, i wanted the old school feel of horror......

After Finallly getting past that memory the game ends...... ah what? thought this was 1.0? Devs this is like 0.1 get your versions
right, 1.0 is a finished game, 0. is unfinished, just like this game..... i was disapointed in this so am going to say i cant Not
Recommend this game.

This is more of a Demo than anything ignore the fact it says 1.0 on it.. I fell in love with this game slow at first but iy smacks ya
n the face
This is the link to my gameplay but id highly suggest playing it
https://youtu.be/y70DYkJ-3DI
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